SERI SERIAL: MS1909173095
PASS PASS: ATTN USIS MOSCOW
COPY TO TV CENTER
COUN COUNTRY: CIS
SUBJ SUBJ: VIDEO SELECTION LIST: MOS 95-5679
SOUR SOURCE: MOSCOW RUSSIAN PUBLIC TELEVISION FIRST CHANNEL NETWORK IN RUSSIAN 1859 GMT 4 SEP 95
TEXT TEXT: ///(FROM THE "VERSIONS" PROGRAM)

*** Document 49 of 25 for FBIS ***
DOCN 000604389
PTG R 191730Z SEP 95
-FM FM FBIS LONDON UK
TO TO RUCMAAA/FBIS RESTON VA
RDITAAA/480RTG LANGLEY AFB VA//DOI//
RIEGLAI/DOE LANL INTERNATIONAL TECHNOLOGY DIV//IT STILLMAN//
RIEGLLI/DOE LAWRENCE LIVERMORE LAB//L-389//
RHFJAAI/INSF INSTR SFT GARDEN CITY NY//34ITT//
RHHMCY/JICPAC HONOLULU HI
RHHMUNA/USCINC PAC HONOLULU HI
RUCBAIC/AIC NORFOLK VA//JIC//
RUCBAIC/AIC NORFOLK VA
RUCCFY/GG MARRESFOR//G-2 OPS//
RUCFFAN/FEMA HQ/WASH DC//RR-SP/MURRAY//
RUCIACC/CDR PSYOPG FT BRAGG NC//ASOF-POG-SS//
RUDRMKB/FBIS LONDON UK//BBC//
RUDMONI/ONI WASHINGTON DC//2140//
RUDMONI/ONI WASHINGTON DC//DS313 DOLORES//
RUDMQAN/MARCORINTACT DET QUANTICO VA//MCIA-12//
RUDPMA/FSA IS FT BRAGG NC
RUDPWDC/DA AMHS WASHINGTON DC
RUEAIA/CIA WASHINGTON DC
RUEAIS/STORAGE CENTER FBIS RESTON VA
RUEAIJU/NPIC WASHINGTON DC//IEG//
RUEALGX/DEFINATNCY WASH DC
RUEADANN/OSIA WASH DC//DOMC//
RUEHC/SECGSTATE WASHINGTON DC//INR/ISDC//
RUEHIA/USIA WASHINGTON DC//PI/RLS/M/PT//
RUEHMO/AMBASS AY MOCOW
RUEHAAA/CNO WASHINGTON DC//922Y//
RUEOAYC/CDR FSTC INTEL CHARLOTTESVILLE VA//IS3//
RUEPNUD/COMDT DLI MONTEREY CA//FBIS//
RUESDJ/FBIS OKINAWA JA
RUEATIAV/FT GEO G MEADE MD//P-16//
RUEATIAV/HQ AFA FT GEO G MEADE MD//INII FOR BREWER//
RUEATIAV/MPC FT GEO G MEADE MD
'RUEHBNA/153AG CHEYENNE MNP WY//IN//
RUFWEOA/NCCOSC RDTS DIV SAN DIEGO CA//017//
RUFWSMKI/USCINC TRANS INTEL CEN SCOTT AFB IL//J2-O/J2-3//
RUWTTAIA/NAIC WRIGHT PATTERSON AFB OH//TAI//
RUWTTAIA/NAIC WRIGHT PATTERSON AFB OH//DXH//
RUWTTBCA/NAIC JOHNSON SPACE CEN HOUSTON TX//ALICE MARTIN//
ACCT FBLD-EWDK
BT
CLAS UNCLAS 3Z/STV/MOSTV VIDEO
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SERGEY DORENKO INTRODUCES A VIDEO PROFILE OF THE SARATOV AVIATION PLANT AND ITS FUNDING AND MARKETING PROBLEMS, ITS 13,000 WORKFORCE AND ITS 1,200 SUPPLIERS. VIDEO SHOWS VARIOUS AIRCRAFT PRODUCTION AND DESIGN FACILITIES, AND AERIAL PICTURES OF THE PLANT'S AIRFIELD.

REPORT INCLUDES INTERVIEW WITH TEST-PILOT V. RABOTA PUTTING UP A STAUNCH DEFENSE OF THE YAK-38 VERTICAL TAKE-OFF AIRCRAFT WHICH WAS SUCCESSFULLY USED IN AFGHANISTAN. IRAN IS SAID TO BE SHOWING "VERY LIVELY INTEREST" IN THIS AIRCRAFT.

REPORT ALSO INCLUDES INTERVIEW WITH KONSTANTIN IGOSHIN SARATOV AIRCRAFT PLANT QUALITY CONTROL DIRECTOR PRAISING THE "EQUIPE" "FLYING-SAUCER CRAFT, WHICH IS SEEN IN THE BACKGROUND. ANATOLY BESNER, "AVIAIMPeks" DIRECTOR AT THE SARATOV PLANT SPEAKS ABOUT ORDERS FROM ABROAD, NOTABLY CHINA, IRAN, THE PHILIPPINES, CUBA, PAKISTAN, AND INDIA. PROGRAM CONCLUDES WITH A BRIEF INTERVIEW WITH ALEKSANDR YERMISHIN, GENERAL DIRECTOR OF THE SARATOV AVIATION PLANT.

((15 MINUTES OVERALL DURATION, RECEPTION GOOD))